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metaphoric value. In those instances, however, where the illus
trations are needed as a direct point of référencé, their nearly
random scattering is tiresome. Last, but not least, the quality of
the black-and-white illustrations is very uneven, with some
amateurishly unfocused and poorly cropped images placed alongside more professionally produced photographs.
The quality of McEwen’s writing and scholarship, however,
more than make up for the occasional deficiencies of produc
tion. This certainly is a thought-provoking book, whose multifarious, intermeshing lines of argumentation will bear repeated
rereading. McEwen opens up a space for radical reflection on
long held assumptions, and shifts some of the well-entrenched
paradigms underwriting much of today’s architectural history.
This inspiring text is a must for ail those who think they know
Vitruvius, just to find out how much more there is to learn.

1 See, for instance, V. Hart (with P. Hicks), eds, Paper Palaces: The Rise
of the Renaissance Architectural Treatise (New Haven, 1998); A.
Payne, The Architectural Treatise in the Italian Renaissance: Architec
tural Invention, Ornament, andLiterary Culture (Cambridge, 1999);
R. Smick et al., eds, Antiquity and Its Interpreters (Cambridge,
2000); G. Ciotta et al., eds, Vitruvio nella cultura architettonica
antica, medievale e moderna: atti del convegno internazionale di Genova,
5—8 novembre 2001 (Geneva, 2003).
2 J. Rykwert, The Dancing Colurnn: On the Orders of Architecture
(Cambridge, Mass., 1996); G. Herscy, The Lost Meaning of Classical
Architecture: Spéculations on Ornament from Vitruvius to Venturi
(Cambridge, Mass., 1988).
3 Kantorowicz explored médiéval ideology of kingship, demonstrating
that it juxtaposcd the visible body of the King (which was subject to
âge and imperfection) with the King’s invisible body (which was
ctcrnal and perfect). See E. Kantorowicz, 'The King’s Two Bodies: A
Study in Mediaeval Political Theology (Princeton, 1957).
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theory’s acceptance “of its [photography’sl indcxicality — its
causal connection to the real - as settled” (p. 5). While both
writers pursue the analysis of photography outside the confines
of the index, their exploration of the space beyond the index
takes them in very different directions.
Kaplan’s book examines twcnticth-century American pho
tography through a sériés of case studies of what he calls community-exposed photography. It begins with an analysis of Arthur
Moles carly-twentieth-century elevated photographs of crowds
and finishes by examining Nikki S. Lee’s photographs documenting her performances of subcultural identities. In between
it examines Archibald Maclcish’s use of Farm Security Adminis
tration photographs in his Land ofthe Free, Edward Steichen’s
Family of Man exhibition, Nan Goldin’s Ballad of Sexual
Dependancy, Romaire Bearden’s photomontage projections,
Frédéric Brcnncr’s jews!américain représentation, and Pedro
Meyer’s digital images of Chicano culture. Although Kaplan
begins at the opening of the century and ends at the close, his
approach is not strictly chronological. In reading these practices,
American Exposures draws on Nancy’s philosophy, focusing particularly on TA? Inoperative Community, to expose photography
to the thinking of community. Nancy’s version of postHeideggarian continental philosophy thinks “being” as always
“already being-with” or “being-in-common.” This leads to think
ing “individuality” as being singular plural. Thus, for Nancy,
community is not a fusional expérience of unity but is only
exposed in our encounter with finitude. We are exposed to
community through our shared expérience of limit in the en
counter with the death of the other. Kaplan draws on Nancy to

Louis Kaplan, American Exposures. Minneapolis, University of
Minnesota Press, 2005, 248 pp., 61 halftones, 11 colour photo
graphs, $26.00 U.S. paperback, $78.00 U.S. cloth.
Martha Langford, ed., ImageandImagination. Montréal, McGillQueen’s University Press, 2005, 336 pp., 125 colour photo
graphs, $39.95.

The concept of the index has been an important element in
photographie theory. In Perceian terms, the photograph is an
index because it results from the action of reflected light on the
négative. Tndexicality has been used to describe the photographs
connection to the world and to ground daims for photography’s
authenticity. For example, Roland Barthes used the concept to
ground his argument for the photographs assertion of a thishas-been.1 However, the usefulness of this concept to photography has been under question in recent scholarship. In this
review, I examine two recent volumes that attempt to think
photography beyond the index. The first, Louis Kaplan’s Ameri
can Exposures, uses the work of Jean-Luc Nancy to rethink
American photography’s deployment of community. Kaplan
argues that his “expository approach to photography ... contributes to the critique of the index by calling into question its logic
of identity, identification, and représentation” (p. xxiii). The
second, Martha Langford’s edited volume Image and Imagina
tion, seeks to focus scholarly attention on the viewer’s imagina
tive relation to the photograph. Langford argues that the attempt
to move from a theory of photographie représentation to one of
spectatorial expérience has been hampered by photographie
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rethink the photographs finitude, its relation to death, as being
at the same time the exposure of community. This understanding of the relation of finitude and community lies at the heart of
Kaplan’s expository method. He uses this insight to show how
the photographie practices he examines either open themselves
up to the exposure of the limits of community or lapse into the
flawed model of fusional community by positing community
based in shared identity, a possibility that Nancy’s thought
forecloscs. Thus, Kaplan proposes a radical rethinking of where
and how photographs do their work by suggesting that in their
exposure of the finitude of a moment they also expose the
possibility of community.
American Exposures is a difficult and challcnging book.
Despite the leavening presence of Kaplan’s wit and humour, the
sentence structure is complex and will présent a challenge to
any reader not familiar with the syntax of continental philosophy. The book also présumés a fairly broad knowledge of con
temporary theory and continental philosophy on the part of its
reader. While Kaplan provides detailed discussions of Nancy’s
work, he does not explain the other terms from contemporary
theory that he uses. More problematic, from an art historical
perspective, is Kaplan’s tendcncy to not show his work when
making his readings. He présents quick takes on images that,
while often compelling, are not grounded in detailed discus
sions of the images. This makes it difficult to follow Kaplan
when his reading is not initially convincing, or when it is
unclear. What this highlights is that while the book focuses on
photographers and photography it does not focus on individual
photographs. For cxample, the chapter on Brenner’s diasporic
photography reads Brenner through Nancy to challenge the
Boyarins’ formulation of diasporic identity.2 Kaplan closes the
chapter with what he describes as “an extended reading” of
Frédéric Brenner’s image of a group of Groucho Marx impersonators (p. 152). This reading is a page long and focuses on
Groucho as a theorist of community (I dont want to belong to a
club that would hâve me as a member) and on the implications
of its title (Marxists} rather than on the spécifies of the photograph.
Overall, the book seems to be aimed more at exposing
photography to thinkers of community than at making the
thought of Nancy available to photographie historians. As with
any ontological argument, the key is how to cash out its daims
in spécifie cases. Kaplan does this admirably in relation to the
thinking of community and identity in American cultural studies. He clearly shows how Nancy’s thought undoes many of the
binds associated with identity thinking. However, the book’s
lack of engagement with the specificity and materiality of the
photographs it exposes makes it difficult for anyone not already
immersed in this material to use Kaplan’s work as a model for
analyzing and understanding photography.

Image andImagination is in many ways two separate works.
The book is beautifully produced and lavishly illustrated with
high-quality colour photographs. On the one hand, it is a
snapshot of (mostly) contemporary photography documenting
Le Mois de la Photo à Montréal 2005. On the other, it is an
edited volume of essays on the importance of imagination to
photography. The documentation of the festival is interwoven
throughout the book in brief illustrated essays on the twentynine exhibitions. These imaginative readings are largely written
by Langford, with contributions by other authors including
Steve Reinke, Marie-Josée Jean, and Pascale Beaudet. The book
also contains an appendix listing ail of the works in the Mois de
la Photo by the more than sixty international artists who took
part. Included in the book are images from a broad range of
international and Canadian artists including Iain Baxter, Diane
Borsato, Michel Campeau, Destiny Deacon, Evergon, Adad
Hannah, David Hlynsky, Tracey Moffatt, Shana and Robert
ParkeHarrison, Lynne Marsh, Polixcni Papapetrou, Martin Parr,
and Hulleah J. Tsinhnahjinnie.
The second component of the book is a collection of essays
on the rôle on imagination in photography. This is made up of
nine essays on photographie history and theory divided into
three sections. The papers vary in approach and quality but ail
dcal with the question of imagination. The first section,
“Sightlines into the Imagination,” is composcd of two essays.
The first, Ian Walker’s “Through the Picture Plane: On Looking
into Photographs,” is a méditation on expérience of imaginativcly projecting oneself into photographs. The essay pays particular attention to the rôle the materiality of the photograph
plays in this expérience. It examines how the scale of photo
graphs affects the viewer’s imaginative entering of the image.
Walker suggests that in the current trend to cxtremely large
photographs the images grain acts as screen that prevents the
viewer from occupying the image. The second, Francine
Dagenais’s “Eyes and Skin / Gaze andTouch: Productive Imagi
nation and the Bodily Suffix,” explores contemporary artists’
exploration of technological prosthetics. The essay begins with a
brief intellectual history of the concept of imagination. It then
examines the work of a number of contemporary artists to
suggest that their use of new prosthctic technologies “disruptfs]
the usual relationship between the sign and its object” (p. 49).
The second and strongest section, “Mirroring Ourselves:
Recasting Otherness,” contains four papers. Geoffrey Batchen’s
“Dreams of Ordinary Life: Cartes-de-visite and the Bourgeois
Imagination” is perhaps the most effective paper in the volume.
While the paper suffers from Batchen’s tendency to position
himself as the only photo-historian not weddcd to a naïve
version of art history, the paper makes a clear contribution
towards understanding the rôle of the carte-de-visite in nine104
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ing Between the Lines: Imagination, Nothing but ‘This,’ in
Max Dean and Michael Snow” (translated by Peter Feldstein),
présents a history of the use of “this” in modem and contempo
rary art as a way of situating Dean’s work. Finally, Petra Halkes’s
“Gottfries Helnwein’s American Prayer. A Fable in Pixels and
Paint” uses Helnwein’s practice to re-examine the relation be
tween photography and paint in light of digital photography.
Overall, the collection présents a variety of approaches to
the question of imagination. However, the authors do not ail
agréé that thinking imagination requires abandoning or moving
beyond indexicality. They also do not agréé on which concep
tion of imagination is relevant to photography — a
phenomenological imagination, the psychoanalytic imaginary,
or Benedict Anderson’s “imagined communities” — or on whether
it is primarily a social, personal, political, or ethical imagination
that photography draws on. What the essays do is begin to
provide a sense of what it might mean to think photography
imaginatively.
Together, these two books présent a convincing case that
there is productive work to be done on photography outside the
framework of the index. Neither présents a fully developed
framework for doing so, but they bring to light important areas
for further study.

teenth-century visual culture. Batchen suggests that the cartede-visite’s neglect by art history is tied to its non-individualistic
mode of operation. He contrasts the cartes dismissal by art
history with its centrality to the practice of nineteenth-century
photography. His argument positions the image as a space for
the construction of bourgeois selves by reading the cartes mobilization of subjectivity with Marx’s analysis of the commodity.
Ultimately, he situâtes the carte as partaking in both the créa
tion of an imagined political. community and the
commodification of the image leading to the cuit of celebrïty.
Fae Brauer’s paper, “Dangerous Doubles: Degenerate and Regenerate Photography in the Eugénie Imagination,” examines
the rôle of photography in developing the eugenic imaginary.
She argues that the need for a norm linked the two unrelated
practices of photography. Degenerate photography’s unhealthy
bodies, initially taken for medical reasons, changed their meaning as they came in contact with the physically improved bodies
of regenerate photography. Brauer argues that photography became the site of an imaginary body phantasy and a new body
aesthetic linked to a discourse of eugenics and politics of sterilization. Also included in this section are Langford’s essay, “Lost
Horizons, or The Gates Close at Sunset: Doubtful Realisms and
Paradisiacal Gains,” on the changing phenomenological condi
tions of contemporary photography brought on by the émer
gence of digital practice, and Kirsty Robertson’s essay, “Webs of
Résistance: Photography, the Internet, and the Global Justice
Movcment,” on photography in new social movements.
The third section, “Pictures as a way of Shutting our Eyes,”
contains three essays. The strongest of the three, Martyn Jolly’s
“Spectres from the Archive,” looks at the history of spirit pho
tography to situate contemporary photographer s revisiting of
its tropes. Jolly argues that spirit photography’s refusai to posi
tion the past as past provides a set of tools for artists’ political
and ethical engagement with history. Catherine Bédard, in “See-
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Alice Goldfarb Marquis, Art Czar, The Rise and Fait ofClement
Greenberg. Boston, MFA Publications, 2006, 321 pp., 16 blackand-white illus., $35.00 U.S.

books she felt the critic warrants, the other being an intellectual
biography. Marquis’s book is also a social biography, but she
justifies this new work by her ambition to be both more com
plété - she had access to the forty-five boxes of Greenberg
papers deposited at the Getty Research Centre (Rubenfeld did
not) - and also more “fair-minded” than previous studies. Given
the importance of her subject, the widespread misrepresentation
of his views and practice, and his impact on a wide range of
artists, that fairness and completeness is very much needed.
Marquis is adept at situating Greenberg in the context of
the prevailing concerns of the 1930s and 1940s in New York:
the fashion for American Scene painters like Grant Wood and
Thomas Hart Benton as fostered by retardataire writers like

Despite the récurrent vitupération of him that has become
almost de rigeur in the art world, Clement Greenberg remains
not only the paramount figure among American art critics but
also the object of continuai study. Marquis’s new biography of
him is the second published within the last decade. She acknowledges Greenberg as the “most hated” but also a “prescient,” “indispensable” critic, with a “record of influence seldom
surpassed.” In 1997 Florence Rubenfeld modestly styled her
study of Greenberg as simply a social biography,1 one of two
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